Chinese units stop advance on Vietnamese border

By Flan Dignan
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Counter-revolutionaries set fire to American consulate in Tabriz, Iran

BANGKOK, Thailand [AP] - Counter-revolutionaries in Iran were reported stopped about six miles inside the border yesterday and were engaged in intelligence sources that some Chinese units may be pulling out.

Unconfirmed reports from Moscow said all Soviet military leaves had been canceled and troops are posted out. The Soviets warned a military reaction Sunday by a State Department official.

The Vietnamese, in Beijing, said the Vietnamese killed 20 troops and destroyed 30 tanks in the rugged mountain province of Hoang Quoc. The UN Security Council has rejected similar reports in Cao Bang province.

In Long Son province, Vietnam claimed 500 Chinese were killed last night.

A quick strike followed by withdrawal would be similar to China's 1962 action in northeast India, when Chinese invaders invaded to make its point in a border dispute.

The official Chinese news agency Xinhua has carried little detailed reports of the fighting.

Japanese news reports from Moscow said China banned all soldiers and veterans from attending Women's Week next month.

The nine members of the Security Council chairman for the United Nations, who represent nations in the South Bend area, will participate in the University of Notre Dame's Women's Week activities.

The Campus Ministry Department announced the times and dates of the class retreats. The Senior class, choosing "Success and Failure" as their theme, will meet on March 4 from 3 to 9 p.m. in the Religious Studies building behind Augusta Hall.

Activities on the agenda include an informal feast, followed by dinner and group discussions.

April is the retreat date set for the junior class. As of yet there are no available dates scheduled for the sophomore and freshman classes.

The sophomore class will host a variety of benefits with all proceeds to be donated to the St. Jude's Children's Hospital. As being "creative and innovative," the benefit promises to showcase the unique talents of both campuses.

The benefit is tentatively scheduled for an evening during the Annual Dinner. Further information regarding auditions will be published in coming editions of the Observer.

The $600 remaining from last year's 21
dance will be used to defray the operational costs of the College Bowl Regional, which are to be held at Saint Mary's on March 8-9, it was announced.

The board members also discussed implementing an overall energy conservation program to curb sky-rocketing fuel prices.

It was also announced that Regina Hall will present its first annual Talent Show on Feb. 23 at 8 p.m. in the Little Theatre in Morau Hall. Admission is 50 cents and all donations will be forwarded to the St. Jude's Children's Hospital.

Sowder remains critical

Andrew Sowder, the Notre Dame senior's block reporter, has been in a coma since Sunday afternoon.

President of Information Services Richard Conklin, reported yesterday that hospital officials believe they have identified all persons who might be susceptible to the disease. He added that relatively few students reported to the Infirmary for interviews to determine whether they should be given oral medications to prevent them from contracting the disease.

Conklin emphasized that "there is absolutely no truth to any rumors to the effect that additional cases of meningitis among Notre Dame students have been reported."
Israel ends diplomatic ties with Iranian government

TEL AVIV, Israel [AP]—Israel's discreet but important ties with Iran ended yesterday with the return of Israeli officials from its capital and the small, hand-written sign "The Office is Closed," posted as its Tehran mission. Some 50 persons, including Israeli diplomats, staff members of El Al airline and Jewish Agency representatives, left Tehran Sunday on a U.S. evacuation flight to Frankfurt, West Germany, and then flew to Israel after Iran's new government ordered them expelled. Palestine Liberation Organization chief Yassir Arafat took over the Islamic mission in Tehran after talks with the new Iranian leadership.

Firemen join striking policemen in New Orleans

NEW ORLEANS [AP]—Off-duty firemen joined striking police on picket lines yesterday, as National Guardsmen in jeeps patrolled a city denied its traditional Mardi Gras parades. Meanwhile, new talks opened aimed at ending the walkout by police, who want their Teamsters Union bargaining unit to include ranking officers. They also are demanding that the mayor agree to binding arbitration. With the remainder of the Mardi Gras celebrations hanging in the balance, the city Civil Service Commission opened a hearing on the police's wage and benefits demands.

Weather

Mostly sunny and cold today with highs in the upper 20s and low 30s. A 70 percent chance of snow tonight and lows in the upper 20s and low 30s. Periods of snow or rain likely tomorrow with highs in the mid and upper 30s.
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Oregon plans for new dorm

by Michael Lewis
News Editor

To obtain funds for a new dormitory on campus, the administration is hurriedly organizing a loan application to the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), according to University Provost Timothy O'Meara.

O'Meara, along with Vice-President for Student Affairs Tom Monds and the Elberne architecture firm, is developing a "somewhat detailed plan" of the proposed dormitory and determining the costs.

O'Meara said he is "personally optimistic that we will have a new dorm in 1980 or 1981," but added that the project is still in the early planning stages. He said that he has not determined the size of the dorm, the cost, or whether the dorm will house men or women students.

"We've given the architects a sense of urgency because of the housing problem," O'Meara explained. "We're working at this full time, one step after another." He pointed out that the specifications of the dorm should be determined in "a couple of weeks."

The University solicited a proposal for the dorm last year, and applied for a loan from the same HUD program, but was turned down. "We know basically why we were turned down. This is going to be a re-hash; we'll present the case differently," O'Meara explained. "We have a couple of donors in mind," he added.

When asked about student input into this project, O'Meara replied, "We have not thought that through yet. If Andy (McKenna, Student Body President) comes to me I'll talk with him about it."

O'Meara added that decisions had to be made "very, very quickly" to meet the June 1 deadline. "We can't laboriously go through every detail, there isn't time," he said.

McKenna said yesterday the the Campus Life Council had originally voted to form a Resid­ence Hall Structure Committee to examine long-term residential needs and provide input from rectors and students into any plans for remodeling existing structures or building new dormitories.

Vice-President for Student Affairs Fr. John VanWolvfechtel did not form the committee, however, citing that rectors had already provided such input. McKenna added that the CLC proposed to form the committee itself, but he was not sure when the members would be named. He explained that the CLC mem­bers ended their term April 1, and that no one had volunteered for the committee.

In the letter of Feb. 12 announc­ing that there would be no housing lottery O'Meara asked McKenna and representatives from the Administration to "see what can be done with existing facilities for next year." O'Meara pointed out that he expects overcrowding to be cut in half next year, "but we still like to make that as comfortable as possible."

Tickets available lunchtime in LaFortune

Today is the last chance to buy your ticket for the Tennis Party, held Thursday, February 23 from 7 to 11 pm. Tickets are $5 each and are available by the box office in the Library Commons.

Tennis Party tickets are available for all students, both undergraduate and graduate. There is limited space available on the March 2-3 and March 30-31 Pre-Canes weekends.

PRE-CANA

Any student (undergraduate or graduate) planning marriage this spring, summer or early fall and wishing to participate in the Pre-Canons marathon preparation through Campus Ministry must register by March 26 in the Library Commons office.

The Observer (ISSN 506 928) is published through July 22 except during exam and vacation periods. The Observer is published by the students of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's College. Subscriptions may be purchased for $5.00 per year ($1.50 per semester) from the Observer, P.O. Box 9, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556. Second class postage paid at Notre Dame, Ind. and at additional mailing offices.

The Observer is a member of the Associated Press. All reproduction rights are reserved.
SG Candidates reveal campaign platforms

Roche/Vita

by Barb Langherty

Roche and Vita outline the importance of off-campus life as one of their major concerns. They would like to place off-campus representatives on the Board of Commissioners and the Housing and Residence Life (HRL) council. Their campus council and make use of urban renewal projects to improve the quality of student housing.

Roche noted that students would also work themselves on this project. Roche and Vita also advocate having a full-time off-campus housing director to assist students on off-campus housing-related matters. By cooperating with the South Bend Police and neighborhood organizations, and by allowing off-campus students to attend certain on-campus events, they hope to improve off-campus security.

Roche/Vita tickets would also like to see the pass/fail option extended, and the course evaluation booklets improved and expanded. Roche said that he noticed positive feedback on the course evaluation book printed this year and elected to make it available.

In addition, Roche and Vita are calling for increased student input in the hiring and tenure of faculty.

They pointed out that the security, the Student Health Center and the bookstores do not adequately serve students, Roche stated that there are many areas where student input is necessary. He emphasized that student government must not only listen to questions, and if students are satisfied, student government should lead the inquiry.

In order to "adopt a mature approach to social life improvement," Roche and Vita call for the continued development and renovation of LaFortune, and a re-emphasis on the need for social space.

Roche, presently Student Union director, sees his experience with Student Union as invaluable as far as dealing with people and delegating responsibility. He noted that he would try to run student government the same as he ran the Student Union by involving people.

"The president and vice-president should oversee the organization. The president cannot do everything by himself," he said.

Roche plans to delegate cabinet responsibilities with less specific tasks in mind, by making more general yet focusing on some specific areas. Decisions will not be made by the top two people, he emphasized.

Roche, a junior Arts and Letters student, has also served as a Student Union representative to the Campus Life Council, Assistant Services Commissioner and HPC student representative. Vita, also a junior Arts and Letters student, is currently working with the Plan for the Student Body (PFS) and a Campus Life Council member.

Portman/Wiley

by Dan Letcher

Establishing a student government within the work outside of the conventional norms, forming a student security/maintenance advisory board and obtaining some administrative powers for student government are the main topics of the Dan Portman/Elden Wiley Student Body President and Student Body Vice President ticket.

"I offer a different approach from what recent SBP have had in the past," Portman commented. He said he is interested in seeing "somebody not already in the system and accustomed to working in the same, old routes."

Portman, who is presently a presidential aide, noted that "we want to know how to use the proper channels, not be able to move outside those channels."

The Portman/Wiley platform advances itself in to a tendency of the student government to "become a problem in itself," Portman said. He believes that instead of doing something concerning an issue, there is too much "unnecessary thought."

The platform also states that it is necessary to give the student government actual administrative power. "Right now the students are at the mercy of the administration and I don't see how the two bodies can cooperate when the administration has all the power," Portman noted.

Hymie/ Ryan V

Better known as "Hymie," Mike Hennesy is now in the race for Student Body President along with "freshman running mate Ryan Verberkmoes. In his platform, he emphasizes the need for increased student involvement and the present in-effectiveness of student government.

His platform charges the "without exception, our elected officials have countered the Administration's rulings with merit protests. More protests, however, do not influence the Administration very much."

Hymie's platform states that "student government can never hope to accomplish anything as long as the Administration regards students as children. It will thus be the major goal of the Hymie-Ryan V. ticket to establish a more mature approach to social life improvement."

Portman said he feels that these powers should not be radical, but that, "there ought to be some cases where the student government can implement and bring about changes without waiting through a pile of red tape."

Incompetency in the security force, disappointments in the maintenance department and a failure to recognize off-campus student problems are also addressed in the platform.

"A security/maintenance advisory board may help the situation because it would be a student addressing student problems," Portman said. He states that it is important that if this board was under the auspices of a student government with administrative powers, the board may actually have some say in how security may be deployed.

The Portman/Wiley ticket also sees the need for an off-campus commissioner with powers equal to those of any other commissioner. The extension of off-campus shuttle service during the day should also be explored, Portman said.

The presidential candidate said he also hopes student-owned business such as Flanner records should be allowed to operate, because "they are such fantastic services to the students."

In Portman's opinion, the letter from Fr. Hesburgh puts a new light upon the matter of morals. He stated that the Hesburgh letter indicates that there is little that students can do about the situation. Yet, "if the University insists on imposing its morals upon the students, then incoming freshmen should be better informed on the particulars of the situation," Portman commented.

The Portman/Wiley ticket also would like to write a column in the Observer to "keep the student body in touch with what student government is doing."

Portman feels it is important that the Student Body President be more of a representative of the students. The column may initiate or maintain action for the student body.

Commenting on the poster slogan, "We won't stay stuck in your mouths," Portman stated that this statement is "basically to stimulate interest."

He added that the statement actually goes along with the ticket's theory of doing something one could not or would not otherwise do.

"I want to be a new face in student government, open to fresh ideas," Portman concluded.

Portman is a junior engineer- ing student from Flanner Hall. His running mate Wiley is a freshman from Lewis Hall.

Suck down the brews all day today

2 pm until close

Retail

PART TIME

CHESS KING IS YOU!

You'll enjoy working at CHESS KING—you'll like the people, the atmosphere and most of all the discounts.

OPEN

Contact

S. Paul Ronke
Chess King Store
South Bend, Ind.

RIVER CITY RECORDS
South Bend's Largest Record and Tape Selection
$1.00 OFF coupon

$1 00 off any album or tape with this coupon. Limit 1. Now through March 11. Not good on cut-out, imports or other sale items. Coupon must be presented before purchase is rung up. 

NO SMG check accepted for up to $20.00 purchase amount.

No trade-ins and tapes in stock now.

Why wait to choose from a small selection? RIVER CITY Records probably has it in stock now.

RIVER CITY RECORDS
510 S. St. Joseph, South Bend, Ind.
McKenna replies to Hesburgh letter

First of all, I would like to publicly thank Fr. Hesburgh for his thorough response to the parital appeal. Also, I appreciate him responding in approximately two weeks. This was no easy task considering his tight schedule.

Student Government recognizes that McKenna has been communicating among the students with the current dissatisfaction over parital appeal is merely a part of a deeper and broader problem. The purpose of this letter is to outline Student Government's perception of this problem and suggest a solution to it.

It is apparent that there is a condition of deteriorating confidence between students and the administration. This is negatively affecting the ability of these two groups to work together to achieve positive change where it is necessary and in the best interest of the community.

The condition has manifested itself through various confrontations during the past year. Students are frustrated because they feel there is not a healthy exchange of ideas. The administration is frustrated with the students inability to clearly articulate their ideas for campus life and to live up to these ideals in their everyday behavior.

Both students and administrators are at fault for these problems. Students, over the last several years, have been unable to generate a well-defined or consistent vision of student life at Notre Dame. Also, many of the ideals which students have traditionally advocated, i.e. greater personal responsibility, are rarely lived up to by the students themselves.

The administration, on the other hand, has also contributed to this condition. Because of the recent turnover of administrators who are directly concerned with student life, the administration has not been able to develop an accurate view of campus life today, measured this against its stated ideals, and affected change where it was needed.

This condition of lowered confidence is not irreversible. Indeed, it can be greatly improved upon, as demonstrated by the Campus Life Council's proposed "Conference on Notre Dame." The purpose of this conference is to engage a healthy cross-section of students and various administrators in a discussion and study of what kind of place that University is today. This program will begin at the Hall level and, if successful, will be expanded to the campus-wide level.

This conference is not a solution to all campus problems. However, it offers students and administrators an opportunity to create a new confidence through which many of these problems can be successfully addressed.

Andrew McKenna
Student Body President

The reported business scandals of price-fixing, corruption, poor and unsafe product quality, bribes, kickbacks and other illegal payments have significantly reduced the trust in the ethical decision-making of American executives. This reduced trust has prompted the level of public confidence in business to fall over 30 percentage points in less than 12 years with the resulting increase in government control in everything from product advertising to employee safety. Some observers contend that the continued existence of our business oriented society in its present form is untenable.

Of course, not all managers engage in unethical activities, nor are they amoral. However, the age of instant information availability and public insistence on ethical behavior puts the operations and decisions of today's managers under constant public scrutiny. The luxury of privacy, secrecy and confidentiality in administrative decision-making no longer exists. Today, the very managers, administrators, inside and outside of business, are being questioned.

The issues of business ethics can be pursued through academic philosophy seminars to present ethical moralizing to liberal arts students. The problem comes down to individuals and their personal sense of morality. Corporations don't make decisions; people do. Personal integrity and sound professional ethics based on a well-thought out value system are now essential conditions for practical effectiveness of business managers — even survival.

However, the problem of ethical decision-making is not confined. Recent research has shown that most future managers (current business students) have judged the climate in American business to be essentially unethical. Unfortunately, many of these newcomers to business decision-making indicate that they may be willing to deviate from standards of public concern in order to succeed in their careers. Student self-reports further suggest that many have little experience with ethical issues in their personal decision-making.

With the need for increased concern and action for improved business ethics in managerial decision-making, it behooves all of us, teachers and students, to consider how we might better prepare ourselves and others for more ethical decision-making in the future.

This year, 1979, is a climactic point in the history of our nation's free enterprise system. Events, both domestic and international, imply strong overtones to the future direction of world business. From this perspective, the "Teach-In" comes at a most advantageous time. It will enable us to pursue Educational Aspects for Justice, particularly their effect on corporations, employees and consumers. No "business education" is complete without discussion of the ethical implications of business decision-making or their social implications. At business faculty or future corporate executives the "Teach-In" should be a time of reflection of ourselves, our own value systems, our corporate system, and our joint commitment to the betterment of mankind. One should keep in mind to be always objective in judgments, seeking to discern the truth by evaluating both the positive and negative aspects of each situation.

This area of inquiry in decision-making provides a number of questions for discussion within the classroom setting of this year's "Teach-In!".

International Business

What implications for International Business does the recent overthrow of the Shah of Iran's monarchy portent? Was Western capitalism a causal factor or an unwitting bystander? Are socialist trends in Great Britain emblematic of the future direction of U.S. "big bus?" trade? What is the social responsibility of any, of multinational corporations to the problems of third world developing nations?

Domestic Business

In the famous Elkhart, Indiana, "Piano Trial," was the court decision to hold Ford Motor Co. criminally liable fundamentally sound? Was it ethical?

A recent Wall Street Journal article reported Harvard's Graduate School of Management permits lying and "factual misrepresentation" in classroom games on "Negotiation Strategy." Harvard justifies the action stating, "it only reflects current business practice." Is Harvard correct? What values are being inculcated in Harvard's students?

What effect will the increased dependence on computers have on the trust that the public has for justice in employment?

What is Society's view of Business and other institutions? Specifically: Why have they developed? What values underlie these attitudes? Compare and contrast our own, student and society's view and values. What is (are) the changing role(s) of business in our society? What does the public expect?

What role does this particular course or topic have in developing attitudes and behaviors that contribute (or do not contribute) to "improved" decision-making?

Personal Business

How do we justify justice within our own immediate environments, in our offices, in our classes, in our dorms, etc.? What specific concerns of ethics might be relevant to topics in each of our courses?

J. Rache R. Ferrell

The Observer
Box Q Notre Dame, IN 46556
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DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

The Observer...
Sterba organizes Justice Teach-In

The second annual Justice Teach-In will be held tomorrow and Thursday, emphasizing world justice. In accordance with past years, program, faculty and students of various fields will relate the subject matter of their sources to problems of world justice.

In addition to the involvement in individual courses, filmstrips detailing justice issues will be shown in the Engineering Auditorium, and panel discussion will be held.

James Sterba, Assistant Professor of Philosophy, is the organizer of the event for the second time. "The basic idea of the Teach-In," Sterba emphasized, "is to bring about a university-wide focus on the importance of justice issues in our lives. There is a certain value to having the whole university celebrating such a concern at the same time.

Justice Teach-In II, as it is called, is sponsored by the University Committee on Education for Justice, of which Sterba is a member. According to Sterba, the committee originated the idea for the Teach-In because of the need for a concerted examination of the role of justice in all aspects of our world.

Professors of varying fields plan to approach the Teach-In differently. John Thorp, assistant professor of Anthropology, feels that in our concern for other peoples, we should recognize the views that they hold.

"We have a basic responsibility to be aware of what the situation is in a society such as Bangladesh," he stressed, "and in our efforts to develop a country, there should be a cooperative effort between our country and it's people."

According to Sterba, the approach to justice issues in some courses presents a problem. For this reason, panel discussion of the relationships between justice and fields of medicine and engineering are scheduled. These discussions will accompany the presentations in the Colleges of Science and Engineering where, according to Assistant Professor of Biology Linda-Margaret Hunt, drawing such relationships is a "new and different personality."

Dr. Hunt intends to speak briefly about justice during her class periods. More importantly, she stated, "I intend to encour-

age the class to attend the Wednesday panel discussion on 'Moralities and Medicine.' The students should be interested in this because of the relevance of this subject in their futures."

Sterba feels that the Justice Teach-in will have a degree of participation as is practical for each course. Sterba and other faculty members expect this year's Teach-in to be even more successful than last year's, due to faculty efforts to encourage faculty members to participate and to the official approval and endorsement of this year's Teach-in by Father Hesburgh and the University Administration.

Sterba hopes "that Justice Teach-in II will heighten campus awareness of issues of justice in today's world."

---

Campus Interviews for TI Facilities Planning and Engineering

What You Need
Your degree should be in one of the following:
Electrical Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Industrial Engineering
Civil Engineering
Architectural Engineering

What We Do
The TI Facilities Planning and Engineering organization is a group of professionals responsible for layout, planning, and designing the building and facilities systems necessary for manufacturing and testing TI products around the world. Current expansion programs involving multinational assignments provide challenging growth opportunities in all disciplines.

Facilities Engineering includes designing of systems such as:
Air conditioning and ventilating
Electric power and lighting
Process manufacturing equipment installations
Special process utility generation and distribution facilities such as purified water, exotic gases, high pressure fluids.

Facilities Planning includes:
Responsibility for facility appearance through development of building layout and detail occupancy plans;
Working with operating groups to develop moving and rearrangement projects to solve space problems due to company growth, improve material flow and manufacturing operations.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS February 21-22

Chanced from March 7-8
If unable to interview at this time, send your resume to:
Helen Meltzer/P. O. Box 225474, M.S. 217/Dallas, TX 75265.

An equal opportunity employer M/F
Former basketball star to lecture on basics of memorization

by Janell Rognan

Jerry Lucas, former pro basketball star and currently an expert on memory, will give a seminar tonight at 7:30 in the library auditorium.

According to John Kuluz, academic commissioner, "Lucas will not have time to present in full his 'Memory Business Seminar,' but he will be covering the fundamentals of memory. It should prove to be a very enjoyable and informative lecture."

Millions of people have been amazed by Lucas' seemingly impossible feats of memory. He has appeared on such major talk shows as the Johnny Carson Show and the Mike Douglas Show, and has attended workshops with such names as memorizing everyone's name in the audience.

Lucas refutes, however, the claim that he has a photographic memory. He believes that everyone has the ability to remember well; it is not a gift special to him. To prove his point, Lucas has written books on how to improve your memory, has given many lectures and seminars on memory, and has a two-year-long memory workshops which have helped thousands of people improve their memory.

Lucas began experimenting with memory at an early age. The key to Lucas' memory lies in the alphabet. Starting from the time he was a young boy, Lucas would spell words alphabetically rather than in their proper letter order. For instance, instead of spelling the word basketball in the usual way, he would spell it AABBEKILST.

Lucas can spell many words faster alphabetically than most people can normally. This kind of mental acuity has led to experiments with simple memory systems which have now been perfected.

While it is true that Lucas is considered the world's leading authority in the field of memory training, many people may know him better as one of the greatest basketball stars of all time.

Lucas was a three-time All-American at both high school and college. In 1966, he played on the Ohio State men's basketball team. He has also played for three professional teams, and has been named to many All-Star teams.

Lucas has since retired from basketball to devote his full attention to helping people improve their memories.

He has also authored two best-selling books on memory, The Memory Book, which he co-authored with Harry Lorayne, and Remember 100 Words.

Kremlin supports Vietnamese against Chinese attacks

MOSCOW [AP] - The Kremlin appeared to be staying out of the Chinese-Vietnamese conflict yesterday after issuing a statement conspicuously void of possible Soviet moves against Peking. However, the Soviets were said to have put their army on alert and cancelled leaves. The key phrase in Sunday's Kremlin statement was, "the heroic Vietnamese people... are capable of standing up for themselves." This was followed by the reminder that Vietnam has "reliable friends," and the warning to Peking to "stop before it is too late." The statement fell short of direct Soviet intervention.

Yesterday, the Chinese advance seemed to have stopped and it appeared the Kremlin might not have the courage to state its position. However Soviet journalist Victor Nesterov said at a London evening news that the army has been put in combat readiness and that troops were being called back from leave. He said in response to a telephone query that such alerts are not unusual here.

The Soviet state, which came amid a barrage of anti-Chinese propaganda, demonstrations outside the Chinese embassy and rallies at institutes and factories around the country, said the Soviet Union will "honour its treaty obligations" with Vietnam.

... Vietnam

[continued from page 1]
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Two-mile relay squad sets mark  
by Mark Perry  
Assistant Sports Editor

The Notre Dame track team will be represented in the NCAA Indoor Championships in at least two events, as its two-mile relay team improved the qualifying time at the Central Collegiate Conference meet in Normal, Ill., last Saturday.

Chuck Aragon, Jay Miranda, Rick Rodgers, and Pete Burger combined to take first place, setting a new meet record by finishing the race in 7:38.0. This time is well under the NCAA qualifying standard of 7:33.

The NCAA meet will be held at Shelby Memorial Coliseum, March 10 and 11. Aragon qualified for the 880-yard run, as well.

In addition to the fine performance by the two-mile relay team, the Irish had other bright spots in other events. Steve Welch placed fourth in the three-mile run, but more importantly destroyed the Notre Dame record in the process. He covered the distance in 13:30, breaking the record of 13:36 1/5 set in 1978.

WCHA watch

Magic number is three

Brian Beglane

Tech losses equals three, the Irish will have home ice.

So, you see, the magic number for Irish home ice in the playoffs is three. If you ask for my choice of how the Irish might get home ice, I'll take No. 3 for the simple fact that Michigan Tech faces the toughest schedule over the next two weeks and will be under a lot of pressure to do well at both sites if they want to finish high in the standings.

But right now, as some 31 people read this sentence, they are all probably disagreeing with my reasoning. And if Michigan Tech sinks the Irish in a key January game, then we'll all pick No. 1 for the simple reason that it is the most successful way for them to finish the season.

That seems to be the key to this team's whole season—a coaching staff that put aside all the preseason pressure and ranked strongly in the potential for success of this team, and a team itself that ignored the same predictions and believed in its own abilities. Put both of these together and you've got a combination that pays off and has this year.

It carries on down the whole line. From the scoring leaders you can see out on the ice each week, like Dave Poulin and Greg Meredith, to the relative "unknowns" that don't see much ice time. Players like South Bend's own Matt Brach, a freshman walk-on who hasn't dressed this year, but who works as hard as anybody in practice.

To be sure, Gedney is one senior who will be feeling pain this weekend. Yet somehow he probably won't be too much about it.

Pollsters drop Sycamores

NEW YORK (AP) - UCLA, denied the No. 1 position by six points last week outside Indiana State by five points Monday and grabbed the top spot in the Associated Press basketball poll.

The Bruins received 23 first-place votes and 1,151 points in balloting by a nationwide panel of 54 sports writers and newscasters. UCLA, 20-3, edged Arizona State (20-4, 8-3) and crushed Arizona State 110-86 last week.

Indiana State, which outpolled UCLA 11, 106-105, gained 48 points and moved into No. 1 position in the poll last week, collected the remaining 37 first-place votes and 1,146 points this time. The Sycamores blamed Texas State 100-75, but struggled past Southern Illinois 69-68 last week.

Gedney shuns bruses; awaits NCAA regional

For a man who has spent more time on the trainer's table this year than on the ice, Irish wrestling-coach Mark Gedney is nonetheless confident about his chances in the NCAA Western Regional wrestling tournament to be held at Notre Dame on Saturday and Sunday.

"After injuring my knee freshman year and being concerned I probably never would wrestle again, I'm just happy to be partially healthy," Gedney says. "For me this entire season has been almost a pre-season leading up to the NCAA tournament.

Yet Gedney's pre-season, as he calls it, has been nothing to scoff at. His overall record of 16-12, although his year-long struggle to make weight has certainly taken its physical and psychological toll on that mark. The senior in 118 was able to finish second in the National Catholic Invitational; beating the opponent by losing by one riding time in the finals after both the regulation match and overtime match were deadlocked at 2-2. Gedney is currently tied for seventh on Notre Dame's all-time victory list with 50 victories in his credit.

"George Gedney is a very hard-nosed wrestler," explains Irish Coach Roy Sepeta, who became the Irish coach when Gedney was a freshman. "He's not a real flashy wrestler, but he can bear with the basics—he's very fundamentally sound."

"If George can claim an advantage in the Regional tournament, it's experience," notes Sepeta. "George has been a three-year starter and he's a veteran senior—that certainly has to be in his favor."

Yet his, last NCAA tournament, will only be the second that the Pennsylvanian, Florida Citrus, and Ohio State competitor has been able to participate in. A College Division operation sensation, Gedney sidelined him for the tournament while weight problems last year prevented him from entering the tournament.

He competed in the NCAA's sophomore year, but Gedney is nonetheless confident about his chances in the NCAA Regional. Gedney is one of four freshmen for the Irish and his season--a coaching staff that put aside all the pre-season pressure and ranked strongly in the potential for success of this team, and a team itself that ignored the same predictions and believed in its own abilities. Put both of these together and you've got a combination that pays off and has this year.